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                                        Hello we are, 
 STRUKOVA FX
                                    


                                    Welcome to my workshop. Previously it was introduced in my country, I'm from Ukraine. Together with my team they made films, created figures for the museum, exact copies of actors for filming created a workshop for make-up artists! I opened a creative space in it and brought from all over the world materials, tools of world famous TM for make-up and special effects for the work and development of Ukrainian film production.
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                                        The courses with our team

                                    


                                    I will leave the training section on this site, where it will soon be possible to purchase online lessons for make-up artists in my country.


                                    I want to share my experience and what I have gained and what I have acquired learn to work at intensive courses with our team and master-colleagues from the USA. We are in constant motion, search, development. We are hospitable and always open for communication, cooperation and new contacts.
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                                            "I've always been a fan of special effects, and this course exceeded my expectations. 'LEVEL 4' not only taught me how to create silicone appliances but also the art of making them come alive with gushing effects. Truly a masterclass!"
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                                            "The 'Gushing Effect' and 'Making Blood' techniques were fascinating to learn. The instructor's expertise and guidance made it all the more enjoyable."
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                                            "I enrolled in 'LEVEL 4: CREATING SILICONE APPLIANCES WITH GUSHING EFFECT. MAKING BLOOD,' and it was an incredibly creative experience. I learned techniques I never thought were possible. Highly recommended!"
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                                        Explore Our Inventory

                                    


                                    Ready to elevate your event or production with the perfect props and equipment?


                                    Browse our extensive collection of props and equipment online to find the items that match your project's theme and needs.
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                                    T :+13238477443

                                    E :strukovafx@gmail.com
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                                    1570 N Edgemont St, Los Angeles, CA 90027
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